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What is database? 

Database:  

  A very large collection of related data 

Models a real world enterprise:  

Entities (e.g., teams, games / students, courses) 

Relationships (e.g., The Celtics are playing in the Final!) 

Even active components (e.g. “business logic”) 

DBMS: A software package/system that can be used to store, manage and retrieve data 
form databases 

Database System: DBMS+data (+ applications) 

Why Study Database: 

Shift from computation to information 

Always true for corporate computing 

More and more true in the scientific world and of course, Web 

DBMS encompasses much of CS in a practical discipline 

OS, languages, theory, AI, logic 

Why Databases 

Why not store everything on flat files: use the file system of the OS, cheap/simple… 

       Name,  Course, Grade  

       John Smith,  CS112,  B 

       Mike Stonebraker, CS234, A 

       Jim Gray, CS560, A 

       John Smith, CS560, B+ 

           Yes, but not scalable… 
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Problem 1 

Data redundancy and inconsistency 

� Multiple file formats, duplication of information in different files 

       Name,  Course, Email,  Grade  

      John Smith,  js@cs.bu.edu, CS112,  B 

      Mike Stonebraker, ms@cs.bu.edu, CS234, A 

      Jim Gray, CS560, jg@cs.bu.edu,  A 

      John Smith, CS560, js@cs.bu.edu, B+ 

Why this a problem?  

� Wasted space 

� Potential inconsistencies (multiple formats, John Smith vs Smith J.) 

Problem 2 

Data retrieval: 

Find the students who took CS560 

Find the students with GPA > 3.5   

For every query we need to write a program! 

We need the retrieval to be: 

Easy to write 

Execute efficiently 

Problem 3 

Data Integrity 

No support for sharing:  

� Prevent simultaneous modifications 

No coping mechanisms for system crashes 

No means of Preventing Data Entry Errors  
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Security problems 

Database systems offer solutions to all the above problems. 

A database is a collection of data elements (facts) stored in a computer in a systematic way, 

such that a computer program can consult it to answer questions. The answers to those questions 

become information that can be used to make decisions that may not be made with the data 

elements alone. The computer program used to manage and query a database is known as a 

database management system (DBMS). So a database is a collection of related data that we can 

use for 

¾ Defining - specifying types of data 

¾ Constructing - storing & populating 

¾ Manipulating - querying, updating, reporting 

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a software package to facilitate the creation and 

maintenance of a computerized database. A Database System (DBS) is a DBMS together with 

the data itself. 

Features of a database: 
 
¾ It is a persistent (stored) collection of related data. 

¾ The data is input (stored) only once. 

¾ The data is organized (in some fashion). 

¾ The data is accessible and can be queried (effectively and efficiently). 

DBMS: 
• Collection of interrelated data 

• Set of programs to access the data 

• DMBS contains information about a particular enterprise 

• DBMS provides an environment that it both convenient and efficient to use 

Purpose of DBMS: 

Database management systems were developed to handle the following difficulties of typical 
file-processing systems supported by conventional operating systems: 

• Data redundancy and inconsistency 

• Difficulty in accessing data 
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• Data isolation – multiple files and formats 

• Integrity problems 

• Atomicity of updates 

• Concurrent access by multiple users 

• Security problems 

Introduction to Databases 

We live in an information age. By this we mean that, first, we accept the universal fact that 

information is required in practically all aspects of human enterprise. The term „enterprise‟ is 

used broadly here to mean any organisation of activities to achieve a stated purpose, including 

socio-economic activities. Second, we recognise further the importance of efficiently providing 

timely relevant information to an enterprise and of the importance of the proper use of 

technology to achieve that. Finally, we recognise that the unparallelled development in the 

technology to handle information has and will continue to change the way we work and live, ie. 

not only does the technology support existing enterprises but it changes them and makes possible 

new enterprises that would not have otherwise been viable. 

The impact is perhaps most visible in business enterprises where there are strong elements 

of competition. This is especially so as businesses become more globalised. The ability to 

coordinate activities, for example, across national borders and time zones clearly depends on the 

timeliness and quality of information made available. More important perhaps, strategic 

decisions made by top management in response to perceived opportunities or threats will decide 

the future viability of an enterprise, one way or the other. In other words, in order to manage a 

business (or any) enterprise, future development must be properly estimated. Information is a 

vital ingredient in this regard. 

Information must therefore be collected and analysed in order to make decisions. It is here 

that the proper use of technology will prove to be crucial to an enterprise. Up-to-date 

management techniques should include computers, since they are very powerful tools for 

processing large quantities of information. Collecting and analysing information using computers 

is facilitated by current Database Technology, a relatively mature technology which is the 

subject of this book. 
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Purpose of Database Systems 
1. To see why database management systems are necessary, let's look at a typical 

``file-processing system'' supported by a conventional operating system.  
The application is a savings bank:  

o Savings account and customer records are kept in permanent system files.  

o Application programs are written to manipulate files to perform the following 

tasks:  

� Debit or credit an account.  

� Add a new account.  

� Find an account balance.  

� Generate monthly statements. 

2. Development of the system proceeds as follows:  
o New application programs must be written as the need arises.  

o New permanent files are created as required.  

o but over a long period of time files may be in different formats, and  

o Application programs may be in different languages.  

3. So we can see there are problems with the straight file-processing approach:  
o Data redundancy and inconsistency  

� Same information may be duplicated in several places.  

� All copies may not be updated properly.  

o Difficulty in accessing data  

� May have to write a new application program to satisfy an unusual 

request.  

� E.g. find all customers with the same postal code.  

� Could generate this data manually, but a long job...  

o Data isolation  
� Data in different files.  

� Data in different formats.  

� Difficult to write new application programs.  

o Multiple users  
� Want concurrency for faster response time.  
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� Need protection for concurrent updates.  

� E.g. two customers withdrawing funds from the same account at the 

same time - account has $500 in it, and they withdraw $100 and $50. 

The result could be $350, $400 or $450 if no protection.  

o Security problems  
� Every user of the system should be able to access only the data they 

are permitted to see.  

� E.g. payroll people only handle employee records, and cannot see 

customer accounts; tellers only access account data and cannot see 

payroll data.  

� Difficult to enforce this with application programs.  

o Integrity problems  
� Data may be required to satisfy constraints.  

� E.g. no account balance below $25.00.  

� Again, difficult to enforce or to change constraints with the file-

processing approach.  

These problems and others led to the development of database management systems.  

 
File systems vs Database systems: 

DBMS are expensive to create in terms of software, hardware, and time invested. 

So why use them? Why couldn‟t we just keep all our data in files, and use word 

processors to edit the files appropriately to insert, delete, or update data? And we could 

write our own programs to query the data! This solution is called maintaining data in flat 

files. So what is bad about flat files? 

o Uncontrolled redundancy 

o Inconsistent data 

o Inflexibility 

o Limited data sharing 

o Poor enforcement of standards 

o Low programmer productivity 

o Excessive program maintenance 

o Excessive data maintenance 
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File System 
� �Data is stored in Different Files in forms of Records 

� �The programs are written time to time as per the requirement to manipulate the data 

within files. 

� A program to debit and credit an account 
� A program to find the balance of an account 
� A program to generate monthly statements  

 
Disadvantages of File system over DBMS 
Most explicit and major disadvantages of file system when compared to database 
managementsystem are as follows: 
"�Data Redundancy- The files are created in the file system as and when required by 
anenterprise over its growth path. So in that case the repetition of information about anentity 
cannot be avoided. 

 
Eg. The addresses of customers will be present in the file maintaining information 
about customers holding savings account and also the address of the customers will be present in 
file maintaining the current account. Even when same customer have a saving account and 
current account his address will be present at two places. 
"�Data Inconsistency: Data redundancy leads to greater problem than just wasting thestorage 
i.e. it may lead to inconsistent data. Same data which has been repeated at severalplaces may not 
match after it has been updated at some places. 

 
For example: Suppose the customer requests to change the address for his account in 
the Bank and the Program is executed to update the saving bank account file only but hiscurrent 
bank account file is not updated. Afterwards the addresses of the same customerpresent in saving 
bank account file and current bank account file will not match.Moreover there will be no way to 
find out which address is latest out of these two. 
"�Difficulty in Accessing Data: For generating ad hoc reports the programs will not alreadybe 
present and only options present will to write a new program to generate requestedreport or to 
work manually. This is going to take impractical time and will be more expensive. 

 
For example: Suppose all of sudden the administrator gets a request to generate a list 
of all the customers holding the saving banks account who lives in particular locality of the city. 
Administrator will not have any program already written to generate that list but say he has a 
program which can generate a list of all the customers holding the savings account. Then he can 
either provide the information by going thru the list manually to select the customers living in the 
particular locality or he can write a new program to generate the new list. Both of these ways 
will take large time which would generally be impractical. 
"�Data Isolation: Since the data files are created at different times and supposedly bydifferent 
people the structures of different files generally will not match. The data will be scattered in 
different files for a particular entity. So it will be difficult to obtain appropriate data. 

 
For example: Suppose the Address in Saving Account file have fields: Add line1, Add 
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line2, City, State, Pin while the fields in address of Current account are: House No., Street No., 
Locality, City, State, Pin. Administrator is asked to provide the list of customers living in a 
particular locality. Providing consolidated list of all the customers will require looking in both 
files. But they both have different way of storing the address. Writing a program to generate such 
a list will be difficult. 

 
"�Integrity Problems: All the consistency constraints have to be applied to database through 
appropriate checks in the coded programs. This is very difficult when number such constraint is 
very large. 

 
For example: An account should not have balance less than Rs. 500. To enforce this 
constraint appropriate check should be added in the program which add a record and the program 
which withdraw from an account. Suppose later on this amount limit is 
increased then all those check should be updated to avoid inconsistency. These time to time 
changes in the programs will be great headache for the administrator. 
"�Security and access control: Database should be protected from unauthorized users. Every 
user should not be allowed to access every data. Since application programs are added to the 
system 

 
For example: The Payroll Personnel in a bank should not be allowed to access 
accounts information of the customers. 
"�Concurrency Problems: When more than one users are allowed to process the database. If 
in that environment two or more users try to update a shared data element at about the same time 
then it may result into inconsistent data. For example: Suppose Balance of an account is Rs. 500. 
And User A and B try to withdraw Rs 100 and Rs 50 respectively at almost the same time using 
the Update process. 

 
Update: 

1. Read the balance amount. 
2. Subtract the withdrawn amount from balance. 
3. Write updated Balance value. 

 
Suppose A performs Step 1 and 2 on the balance amount i.e it reads 500 and subtract100 from it. 
But at the same time B withdraws Rs 50 and he performs the Update process and he also reads 
the balance as 500 subtract 50 and writes back 450. User A will also write his updated Balance 
amount as 400. They may update the Balance value in any order depending on various reasons 
concerning to system being used by both of the users. So finally the balance will be either equal 
to 400 or 450. Both of these values are wrong for the updated balance and so now the balance 
amount is having inconsistent value forever. 

Sequential Access 

The simplest access method is Sequential Access. Information in the file is processed in order, 
one record after the other. This mode of access is by far the most common; for example, editors 
and compilers usually access files in this fashion.  

The bulk of the operations on a file is reads and writes. A read operation reads the next portion of 
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the file and automatically advances a file pointer, which tracks the I/O location. Similiarly, a 
write appends to the end of the file and advances to the end of the newly written material (the 
new end of file).  

File Pointers 

When a file is opened, Windows associates a file pointer with the default stream. This file 
pointer is a 64-bit offset value that specifies the next byte to be read or the location to receive the 
next byte written. Each time a file is opened, the system places the file pointer at the beginning 
of the file, which is offset zero. Each read and write operation advances the file pointer by the 
number of bytes being read and written. For example, if the file pointer is at the beginning of the 
file and a read operation of 5 bytes is requested, the file pointer will be located at offset 5 
immediately after the read operation. As each byte is read or written, the system advances the file 
pointer. The file pointer can also be repositioned by calling the SetFilePointer function. 

When the file pointer reaches the end of a file and the application attempts to read from the file, 
no error occurs, but no bytes are read. Therefore, reading zero bytes without an error means the 
application has reached the end of the file. Writing zero bytes does nothing. 

An application can truncate or extend a file by using the SetEndOfFile function. This function 
sets the end of file to the current position of the file pointer. 

Indexed allocation 

– Each file has its own index block(s) of pointers to its data blocks 

• Logical view 
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• Need index table 

• Random access 

• Dynamic access without external fragmentation, but have overhead of index block 

• Mapping from logical to physical in a file of maximum size of 256K bytes and block size 
of 512 bytes.  We need only 1 block for index table 

Q 

• LA Q512  
R  

• Q = displacement into index table 

• R = displacement into block 

Mapping from logical to physical in a file of unbounded length (block size of 512 words) 

Linked scheme – Link blocks of index table (no limit on size 

Q1 

• LA Q512 ×511 
R1 

Q1 = block of index table     R1 is used as follows: 

Q2 

• R1 /512 
R2 

Q2 = displacement into block of index table 

R2 displacement into block of file: 

Two-level index (4K blocks could store 1,024 four-byte pointers in outer index -> 1,048,567 data blocks 
and file size of up to 4GB) 

Q1 

LA 512 / 512 
R1 
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Q1 = displacement into outer-index 

R1 is used as follows: 

Q2 

R1 /512 
R2 

Q2 = displacement into block of index table 

R2 displacement into block of file 

 

• Best method depends on file access type 

– Contiguous great for sequential and random 

• Linked good for sequential, not random 

• Declare access type at creation -> select either contiguous or linked 

• Indexed more complex 

– Single block access could require 2 index block reads then data block read 

– Clustering can help improve throughput, reduce CPU overhead 

• Adding instructions to the execution path to save one disk I/O is reasonable 

– Intel Core i7 Extreme Edition 990x (2011) at 3.46Ghz = 159,000 MIPS 

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instructions_per_second 

– Typical disk drive at 250 I/Os per second 
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• 159,000 MIPS / 250 = 630 million instructions during one disk I/O  

– Fast SSD drives provide 60,000 IOPS 

• 159,000 MIPS / 60,000 = 2.65 millions instructions during one disk I/O 

DIRECT ACCESS  

 Method useful for disks. 

• The file is viewed as a numbered sequence of blocks or records. 

• There are no restrictions on which blocks are read/written in any order. 

• User now says "read n" rather than "read next". 

• "n" is a number relative to the beginning of file, not relative to an absolute physical disk 
location. 

purpose of database system 

Database management systems were developed to handle the following difficulties of typical 

file-processing systems supported by conventional operating systems: 

• Data redundancy and inconsistency 

• Difficulty in accessing data 

• Data isolation – multiple files and formats 

• Integrity problems 

• Atomicity of updates 

• Concurrent access by multiple users 

• Security problems 

Purpose of Database Systems 
4. To see why database management systems are necessary, let's look at a typical 

``file-processing system'' supported by a conventional operating system.  
The application is a savings bank:  

o Savings account and customer records are kept in permanent system files.  

o Application programs are written to manipulate files to perform the following 

tasks:  
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� Debit or credit an account.  

� Add a new account.  

� Find an account balance.  

� Generate monthly statements. 

5. Development of the system proceeds as follows:  
o New application programs must be written as the need arises.  

o New permanent files are created as required.  

o but over a long period of time files may be in different formats, and  

o Application programs may be in different languages.  

6. So we can see there are problems with the straight file-processing approach:  
o Data redundancy and inconsistency  

� Same information may be duplicated in several places.  

� All copies may not be updated properly.  

o Difficulty in accessing data  

� May have to write a new application program to satisfy an unusual 

request.  

� E.g. find all customers with the same postal code.  

� Could generate this data manually, but a long job...  

o Data isolation  
� Data in different files.  

� Data in different formats.  

� Difficult to write new application programs.  

o Multiple users  
� Want concurrency for faster response time.  

� Need protection for concurrent updates.  

� E.g. two customers withdrawing funds from the same account at the 

same time - account has $500 in it, and they withdraw $100 and $50. 

The result could be $350, $400 or $450 if no protection.  

o Security problems  
� Every user of the system should be able to access only the data they 

are permitted to see.  
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� E.g. payroll people only handle employee records, and cannot see 

customer accounts; tellers only access account data and cannot see 

payroll data.  

� Difficult to enforce this with application programs.  

o Integrity problems  
� Data may be required to satisfy constraints.  

� E.g. no account balance below $25.00.  

� Again, difficult to enforce or to change constraints with the file-

processing approach.  

These problems and others led to the development of database management systems. 

TERMINOLOGY  
 
Database  
 

o Collection of related data (logically coherent)  
 

o Known facts that can be recorded and that have implicit meaning  
 

o Represents some aspect(s) of the real world (miniworld)  
 

o Built for a specific purpose  
 
Examples of large databases  
 
      •Amazon.com, Canadian Census, The Bay‟s product inventory, data collection underlying 
Quest  
 

 
Database management system (DBMS)  
 

Collection of programs  
 

Enables users to create and maintain a database  
 

Allows multiple users and programs to access and manipulate the database concurrently  
 

Provides protection against unauthorized access and manipulation  
 

Provides means to evolve database and program behaviour as requirements change over 
time  
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Examples of database management systems  
 

IBM‟s DB2, Microsoft‟s Access and SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, SAP‟s SQL 
Anywhere  
 
Defining a database  
 

Specifying the data types, structures, and constraints of the data to be stored  
 

Uses a Data Definition Language  
 
Meta-data  
 

Database definition or descriptive information  
 

Stored by the DBMS in the form of a database catalog or data dictionary  
 

Phases for designing a database:  
 
Requirements specification and analysis  
 
Conceptual design  
 

e.g., using the Entity-Relationship model  
 
Logical design  
 

e.g., using the relational model  
 
Physical design  
 
Populating a database  
 

Inserting data to reflect the miniworld  
 
Query  
 

Interaction causing some data to be retrieved  
 

uses a Query Language  
 
Manipulating a database  
 

Querying and updating the database to understand/reflect miniworld  
 

Generating reports  
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Uses a Data Manipulation Language  

 
Application program  
 

Accesses database by sending queries and updates to DBMS  
 
Transaction  
 

An atomic unit of queries and updates that must be executed as a whole  
 

e.g., buying a product, transferring funds, switching co-op streams 

Data Models: 
 

A characteristic of the database approach is that it provides a level of data abstraction, by 
hiding details of data storage that are not needed by most users. 

 

A data model is a collection of concepts that can be used to describe the structure of a 
database.  The model provides the necessary means to achieve the abstraction. 

 

The structure of a database is characterized by data types, relationships, and constraints 
that hold for the data.  Models also include a set of operations for specifying retrievals and 
updates. 

 

Data models are changing to include concepts to specify the behaviour of the database 
application.  This allows designers to specify a set of user defined operations that are allowed. 

Categories of Data Models 
Data models can be categorized in multiple ways. 

x High level/conceptual data models – provide concepts close to the way users perceive the 
data. 

x Physical data models – provide concepts that describe the details of how data is stored in the 
computer.  These concepts are generally meant for the specialist, and not the end user. 

x Representational data models – provide concepts that may be understood by the end user 
but not far removed from the way data is organized. 
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Conceptual data models use concepts such as entities, attributes and relationships. 

x Entity – represents a real world object or concept 
x Attribute - represents property of interest that describes an entity, such as name or 

salary. 
x Relationships – among two or more entities, represents an association among two or 

more entities. 
 

Representational data models are used most frequently in commercial DBMSs.  They include 
relational data models, and legacy models such as network and hierarchical models. 

Physical data models describe how data is stored in files by representing record formats, record 
orderings and access paths.  

Object data models – a group of higher level implementation data models closer to conceptual 
data models 

 

 

Three Schema Architecture 
 

The goal of the three schema architecture is to separate the user applications and the physical 
database.  The schemas can be defined at the following levels: 

External 

View 

External 

View 

Conceptual Schema 

Internal Schema 

STORED DATABASE 

EXTERNAL 
VIEW 

CONCEPTUAL 

LEVEL 

INTERNAL 

LEVEL 

mappings 

mappings 
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1. The internal level – has an internal schema which describes the physical storage 
structure of the database.  Uses a physical data model and describes the complete details 
of data storage and access paths for the database. 

2. The conceptual level – has a conceptual schema which describes the structure of the 
database for users.  It hides the details of the physical storage structures, and concentrates 
on describing entities, data types, relationships, user operations and constraints. Usually a 
representational data model is used to describe the conceptual schema. 

3. The External or View level – includes external schemas or user vies.  Each external 
schema describes the part of the database that a particular user group is interested in and 
hides the rest of the database from that user group.  Represented using the 
representational data model. 

The three schema architecture is used to visualize the schema levels in a database.  The three 
schemas are only descriptions of data, the data only actually exists is at the physical level. 

Internal Level: 

• Deals with physical storage of data 
• Structure of records on disk - files, pages, blocks 
• Indexes and ordering of records 
• Used by database system programmers 

Internal Schema 

RECORD EMP 

LENGTH=44 

HEADER: BYTE(5) 

      OFFSET=0 

NAME: BYTE(25) 

      OFFSET=5 

SALARY: FULLWORD 

      OFFSET=30 

DEPT: BYTE(10) 

      OFFSET=34 

.Conceptual Schema: 

• Deals with the organisation of the data as a whole 
• Abstractions are used to remove unnecessary details of the internal level 
• Used by DBAs and application programmers 
• Conceptual Schema 
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CREATE TABLE Employee ( Name VARCHAR(25), Salary 
DOUBLE, Dept_Name VARCHAR(10)); 

External Level: 
• Provides a view of the database tailored to a user 
• Parts of the data may be hidden 
• Data is presented in a useful form 
• Used by end users and application programmers 

External Schemas                  Payroll: 

 String Name 

 double Salary 

Personnel: 

 char *Name 

 char *Department 

Mappings 

• Mappings translate information from one level to the next 
• External/Conceptual 
• Conceptual/Internal 

• These mappings provide data independence 
 

• Physical data independence 
• Changes to internal level shouldn‟t affect conceptual level 

 

• Logical data independence 
• Conceptual level changes shouldn‟t affect external levels 

Data Model Architecture: 
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Components of DBMS  
A database management system (DBMS) consists of several components. Each component plays 

very important role in the database management system environment. The major components of 
database management system are: 

x Software 
x Hardware 
x Data 
x Procedures 
x Database Access Language 

Software 
The main component of a DBMS is the software. It is the set of programs used to handle the database 
and to control and manage the overall computerized database 

1. DBMS software itself, is the most important software component in the overall system 
2. Operating system including network software being used in network, to share the data of 

database among multiple users. 
3. Application programs developed in programming languages such as C++, Visual Basic that are 

used to to access database in database management system. Each program contains statements 
that request the DBMS to perform operation on database. The operations may include 
retrieving, updating, deleting data etc . The application program may be conventional or online 
 workstations or terminals. 

Hardware 
Hardware consists of a set of physical electronic devices such as computers (together with associated 
I/O devices like disk drives), storage devices, I/O channels, electromechanical devices that make 
interface between computers and the real world systems etc, and so on. It is impossible to implement 
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the DBMS without the hardware devices, In a network, a powerful computer with high data processing 
speed and a storage device with large storage capacity is required as database server. 

Data 

Data is the most important component of the DBMS. The main purpose of DBMS is to process the data. 
In DBMS, databases are defined, constructed and then data is stored, updated and retrieved to and from 
the databases. The database contains both the actual (or operational) data and the metadata (data 
about data or description about data). 

Procedures 

Procedures refer to the instructions and rules that help to design the database and to use the DBMS. 
The users that operate and manage the DBMS require documented procedures on hot use or run the 
database management system. These may include. 

1. Procedure to install the new DBMS. 
2. To log on to the DBMS. 
3. To use the DBMS or application program. 
4. To make backup copies of database. 
5. To change the structure of database. 
6. To generate the reports of data retrieved from database. 

Database Access Language 
The database access language is used to access the data to and from the database. The users use the 
database access language to enter new data, change the existing data in database and to retrieve 
required data from databases. The user write a set of appropriate commands in a database access 
language and submits these to the DBMS. The DBMS translates the user commands and sends it to a 
specific part of the DBMS called the Database Jet Engine. The database engine generates a set of results 
according to the commands submitted by user, converts these into a user readable form called an 
Inquiry Report and then displays them on the screen. The administrators may also use the database 
access language to create and maintain the databases. 

The most popular database access language is SQL (Structured Query Language). Relational databases 
are required to have a database query language. 

Users 

The users are the people who manage the databases and perform different operations on the databases 
in the database system.There are three kinds of people who play different roles in database system 

1. Application Programmers 
2. Database Administrators 
3. End-Users 

Application Programmers 
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The people who write application programs in programming languages (such as Visual Basic, Java, or 
C++) to interact with databases are called Application Programmer. 

Database Administrators  

A person who is responsible for managing the overall database management system is called database 
administrator or simply DBA. 

End-Users 

The end-users are the people who interact with database management system to perform different 
operations on database such as retrieving, updating, inserting, deleting data etc. 

Relational Query Languages 

• Languages for describing queries on a relational database 

• Structured Query Language (SQL) 

– Predominant application-level query language 

– Declarative 

• Relational Algebra 

– Intermediate language used within DBMS 

– Procedural 

What is Algebra? 

• A language based on operators and a domain of values 

• Operators map values taken from the domain into other domain values 

• Hence, an expression involving operators and arguments produces a value in the domain 

• When the domain is a set of all relations (and the operators are as described later), we get the 

relational algebra 

•   We refer to the expression as a query and the value produced as the query result  

Relational Algebra 

• Domain: set of relations 

• Basic operators: select, project, union, set difference, Cartesian product 

• Derived operators: set intersection, division, join 

• Procedural: Relational expression specifies query by describing an algorithm (the sequence in 

which operators are applied) for determining the result of an expression 

Select Operator 
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• Produce table containing subset of rows of argument table satisfying condition 

  Vcondition relation  

• Example: 

    Person                                       VHobby=‘stamps’(Person) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Selection Condition 

• Operators:  <, d, t, >, =, z  

• Simple selection condition: 

– <attribute> operator <constant> 

– <attribute> operator <attribute> 

• <condition> AND <condition> 

• <condition> OR <condition> 

• NOT <condition> 

Project Operator 

Produces table containing subset of columns of argument table  

    3attribute list(relation) 

• Example:  

             Person                                          3Name,Hobby(Person) 
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Set Operators 

• Relation is a set of tuples => set operations should apply 

• Result of combining two relations with a set operator is a relation => all its elements must be 

tuples having same structure 

• Hence, scope of set operations limited to union compatible relations  

Union Compatible Relations 

• Two relations are union compatible if 

– Both have same number of columns 

– Names of attributes are the same in both 

– Attributes with the same name in both relations have the same domain 

• Union compatible relations can be combined using union, intersection, and set difference 

Cartesian product 

• If R and S are two relations, R u S is the set of all concatenated tuples <x,y>, where x is a tuple in 

R and y is a tuple in S 

– (R and S need not be union compatible) 

• R u S  is expensive to compute: 

– Factor of two in the size of each row  

– Quadratic in the number of rows 
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GROUP BY 

 

 

 

HAVING Clause 

• Eliminates unwanted groups (analogous to WHERE clause) 

• HAVING condition constructed from attributes of GROUP BY list and aggregates of attributes not 

in list  

SELECT  T.StudId, AVG(T.Grade) AS CumGpa,  

                    COUNT (*) AS NumCrs  
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FROM   Transcript T  

WHERE   T.CrsCode  LIKE  ‘CS%’  

GROUP BY  T.StudId  

HAVING  AVG (T.Grade) > 3.5. 

A Database Management System is a software environment that structures and manipulates 
data, and ensures data security, recovery, and integrity. The Data Platform relies on a database 
management system (RDBMS) to store and maintain all of its data as well as execute all the 
associated queries. There are two types of RDBMS : the first group consists of single software 
packages which support only a single database, with a single user access and are not scalable (i.e. 
cannot handle large amounts of data). Typical examples of this first group are MS Access and 
FileMaker. The second group is formed by DBMS composed of one or more programs and their 
associated services which support one or many databases for one or many users in a 
scalable fashion. For example an enterprise database server can support the HR database, 
the accounting database and the stocks database all at the same time. Typical examples of 
this second group include MySQL, MS SQL Server, Oracle and DB2. The DBMS selected 
for the Data Platform is MS SQL Server from the second group. 
 
Table 
A table is set of data elements that has a horizontal dimension (rows) and a vertical dimension 
(columns) in a relational database system. A table has a specified number of columns but can 
have any number of rows. Rows stored in a table are structurally equivalent to records from flat 
files. Columns are often referred as attributes or fields. In a database managed by a DBMS the 
format of each attribute is a fixed datatype. For example the attribute date can only contain 
information in the date time format. 
 
Identifier 
An identifier is an attribute that is used either as a primary key or as a foreign key. The integer 
datatype is used for identifiers. In cases where the number of records exceed the allowed values 
by the integer datatype then a biginteger datatype is used. 
 
Primary key 
A column in a table whose values uniquely identify the rows in the table. A primary key value 
cannot be NULLto matching columns in other tables\ 
 
Foreign key 
A column in a table that does not uniquely identify rows in that table, but is used as a link 
to matching columns in other tables. 
 
Relationship 
A relationship is an association between two tables. For example the relationship between 
the table "hotel" and "customer" maps the customers to the hotels they have used. 
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Index 
An index is a data structure which enables a query to run at a sublinear-time. Instead of 
having to go through all records one by one to identify those which match its criteria the 
query uses the index to filter out those which don't and focus on those who do. 
 
View 
A view is a virtual or logical table composed of the result set of a pre-compiled query. 
Unlike ordinary tables in a relational database, a view is not part of the physical schema: it 
is a dynamic, virtual table computed or collated from data in the database. Changing the 
data in a view alters the data stored in the database 
 
Query 
A query is a request to retrieve data from a database with the SQL SELECT instruction or 
to manipulate data stored in tables. 
 

SQL 
Structured Query Language (SQL), pronounced "sequel", is a language that provides an 
interface to relational database systems. It was developed by IBM in the 1970s for use in 
System R. SQL is a de facto standard, as well as an ISO and ANSI standard. 
Relational Database Management System 
 
E. F. Codd‟s Twelve Rules for Relational Databases 
 
Codd's twelve rules call for a language that can be used to define, manipulate, and query 
the data in the database, expressed as a string of characters. Some references to the twelve 
rules include a thirteenth rule - or rule zero: 
 
1. Information Rule: All information in the database should be represented in one 
   and only one way -- as values in a table. 
 
2. Guaranteed Access Rule: Each and every datum (atomic value) is guaranteed to be 
   logically accessible by resorting to a combination of table name, primary key value, 
   and column name. 
 
3. Systematic Treatment of Null Values: Null values (distinct from empty character 
   string or a string of blank characters and distinct from zero or any other number) 
   are supported in the fully relational DBMS for representing missing information in 
   a systematic way, independent of data type. 
 
4. Dynamic Online Catalog Based on the Relational Model: The database 
   description is represented at the logical level in the same way as ordinary data, so 
   authorized users can apply the same relational language to its interrogation as they 
   apply to regular data. 
 
5. Comprehensive Data Sublanguage Rule: A relational system may support several 
   languages and various modes of terminal use. However, there must be at least one 
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   language whose statements are expressible, per some well-defined syntax, as 
   character strings and whose ability to support all of the following is 
   comprehensible: 

a. data definition 
b. view definition 
c. data manipulation (interactive and by program) 
d. integrity constraints 
e. authorization 
f. transaction boundaries (begin, commit, and rollback). 
 

6. View Updating Rule: All views that are theoretically updateable are also 
   updateable by the system. 
 
7. High-Level Insert, Update, and Delete: The capability of handling a base relation 
   or a derived relation as a single operand applies not only to the retrieval of data, but 
   also to the insertion, update, and deletion of data. 
 
8. Physical Data Independence: Application programs and terminal activities remain 
   logically unimpaired whenever any changes are made in either storage 
   representation or access methods. 
 
 
9. Logical Data Independence: Application programs and terminal activities remain 
   logically unimpaired when information preserving changes of any kind that 
   theoretically permit unimpairment are made to the base tables. 
 
10. Integrity Independence: Integrity constraints specific to a particular relational 
    database must be definable in the relational data sublanguage and storable in the 
    catalog, not in the application programs. 
 
11. Distribution Independence: The data manipulation sublanguage of a relational 
    DBMS must enable application programs and terminal activities to remain logically 
    unimpaired whether and whenever data are physically centralized or distributed. 
 
12. Nonsubversion Rule: If a relational system has or supports a low-level (single- 
    record-at-a-time) language, that low-level language cannot be used to subvert or 
    bypass the integrity rules or constraints expressed in the higher-level (multiple- 
    records-at-a-time) relational language. 

ER MODEL 

Entities: 

Entity-a thing (animate or inanimate) of independent physical or conceptual existence and 

distinguishable.  
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In the University database context, an individual student, faculty member, a class room, a 

courseare entities. 

Entity Set or Entity Type-Collection of entities all having the same properties. 

 Student entity set –collection of all student entities.  

Course entity set –collection of all course entities. 

Attributes: 

AttributesEach entity is described by a set of attributes/properties.studententity 

   StudName–name of the student. 

RollNumber–the roll number of the student. 

Sex–the gender of the student etc. 

 All entities in an Entity set/type have the same set of attributes.  

Cardinality 

A business rule indicating the number of times a particular object or activity may occur. 

 

Data Models 

• A collection of tools for describing: 

– Data 

– Data relationships 

– Data semantics 

– Data constraints 

• Object-based logical models 

– Entity-relationship model 
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– Object-oriented model 

– Semantic model 

– Functional model 

• Record-based logical models 

– Relational model (e.g., SQL/DS, DB2) 

– Network model 

– Hierarchical model (e.g., IMS) 

         Entity Relation Model 

Perhaps the simplest approach to data modelling is offered by the Relational Data Model, 

proposed by Dr. Edgar F. Codd of IBM in 1970. The model was subsequently expanded and 

refined by its creator and very quickly became the main focus of practically all research activities 

in databases. The basic relational model specifies a data structure, the so-called Relation, and 

several forms of high-level languages to manipulate relations. 

The term relation in this model refers to a two-dimensional table of data. In other words, 

according to the model, information is arranged in columns and rows. The term relation, rather 

than matrix, is used here because data values in the table are not necessarily homogenous (ie. not 

all of the same type as, for example, in matrices of integers or real numbers). More specifically, 

the values in any row are not homogenous. Values in any given column, however, are all of the 

 same type (see Figure ). 

Figure 1 A Relation 
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A relation has a unique name and represents a particular entity. Each row of a relation, referred 

to as a tuple, is a collection of facts (values) about a particular individual of that entity. In other 

words, a tuple represents an instance of the entity represented by the relation.  

Figure 0 Relation and Entity 

Figure 2 illustrates a relation called „Customer‟, intended to represent the set of persons who are 

customers of some enterprise. Each tuple in the relation therefore represents a single customer. 

The columns of a relation hold values of attributes that we wish to associate with each entity 

instance, and each is labelled with a distinct attribute name at the top of the column. This name, 

of course, provides a unique reference to the entire column or to a particular value of a tuple in 

the relation. But more than that, it denotes a domain of values that is defined over all relations in 

the database. 

The term domain is used to refer to a set of values of the same kind or type. It should be clearly 

understood, however, that while a domain comprises values of a given type, it is not necessarily 

the same as that type. For example, the column „Cname‟ and „Ccity‟ in figure 2 both have values 

of type string (ie. valid values are any string). But they denote different domains, ie. „Cname‟ 

denotes the domain of customer names while „Ccity‟ denotes the domain of city names. They are 

different domains even if they share common values. For example, the string „Paris‟ can 

conceivably occur in the Column „Cname‟ (a person named Paris). Its meaning, however, is 

quite different to the occurrence of the string „Paris‟ in the column „Ccity‟ (a city named Paris)! 
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Thus it is quite meaningless to compare values from different domains even if they are of the 

same type. 

Moreover, in the relational model, the term domain refers to the current set of values found 

under an attribute name. Thus, if the relation in Figure 2 is the only relation in the database, the 

domain of „Cname‟ is the set {Codd, Martin, Deen}, while that of „Ccity‟ is {London, Paris}. 

But if there were other relations and an attribute name occurs in more than one of them, then its 

domain is the union of values in all columns with that name. This is illustrated in Figure 3 where 

two relations each have a column labelled „C#‟. It also clarifies the statement above that a 

domain is defined over all relations, ie. an attribute name always denotes the same domain in 

whatever relation in occurs. 

Figure 3 Domain of an attribute 

This property of domains allows us to represent relationships between entities. That is, when two 

relations share a domain, identical domain values act as a link between tuples that contain them 

(because such values mean the same thing). As an example, consider a database comprising three 

relations as shown in Figure . It highlights a Transaction tuple and a Customer tuple linked 

through the C# domain value „2‟, and the same Transaction tuple and a Product tuple linked 

through the P# domain value „1‟. The Transaction tuple is a record of a purchase by customer 

number „2‟ of product number „1‟. Through such links, we are able to retrieve the name of the 

customer and the product, ie. we are able to state that the customer „Martin‟ bought a „Camera‟. 

They help to avoid redundancy in recording data. Without them, the Transaction relation in 

Figure  will have to include information about the appropriate Customer and Product in its table. 
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This duplication of data can lead to integrity problems later, especially when data needs to be 

modified. 

 

Figure 4 Links through domain sharing 

Properties of a Relation 

A relation with N columns and M rows (tuples) is said to be of degree N and cardinality M. This 

is illustrated in Figure  which shows the Customer relation of degree four and cardinality three. 

The product of a relation‟s degree and cardinality is the number of attribute values it contains. 

Figure 5 Degree and Cardinality of a Relation 

The characteristic properties of a relation are as follows: 
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1. All entries in a given column are of the same kind or type 

2. The ordering of columns is immaterial. This is illustrated in Figure  where the two tables 

shown are identical in every respect except for the ordering of their columns. In the relational 

model, column values (or the value of an attribute of a given tuple) are not referenced by their 

position in the table but by name. Thus the display of a relation in tabular form is free to arrange 

columns in any order. Of course, once an order is chosen, it is good practice to use it everytime 

the relation (or a tuple from it) is displayed to avoid confusion. 

Figure 6 Column ordering is unimportant 

3. No two tuples are exactly the same. A relation is a set of tuples. Thus a table that contains 

duplicate tuples is not a relation and cannot be stored in a relational database. 

4. There is only one value for each attribute of a tuple. Thus a table such as in Figure  is not 

allowed in the relational model, despite the clear intended representation, ie. that of customers 

with two abodes (eg. Codd has one in London and one in Madras). In situations like this, the 

multiple values must be split into multiple tuples to be a valid relation. 

Figure 7 A tuple attribute may only have one value 
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5. The ordering of tuples is immaterial. This follows directly from defining a relation as a set of 

tuples, rather than a sequence or list. One is free therefore to display a relation in any convenient 

way, eg. sorted on some attribute. 

The extension of a relation refers to the current set of tuples in it (see Figure ). This will of 

course vary with time as the database changes, ie. as we insert new tuples, or modify or delete 

existing ones. Such changes are effected through a DML, or put another way, a DML operates on 

the extensions of relations. 

The more permanent parts of a relation, viz. the relation name and attribute names, are 

collectively referred to as its intension or schema. A relation‟s schema effectively describes (and 

constrains) the structure of tuples it is permitted to contain. DML operations on tuples are 

allowed only if they observe the expressed intensions of the affected relations (this partially 

addresses database integrity concerns raised in the last chapter). Any given database will have a 

database schema which records the intensions of every relation in it. Schemas are defined using a 

DDL. 

 

Figure 8 The Intension and Extension of a Relation 

       Keys of a Relation 

A key is a part of a tuple (one or more attributes) that uniquely distinguishes it from other tuples 

in a given relation. Of course, in the extreme, the entire tuple is the key since each tuple in the 

relation is guaranteed to be unique. However, we are interested in smaller keys if they exist, for a 

number of practical reasons. First, keys will typically be used as links, ie. key values will appear 
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in other relations to represent their associated tuples (as in Figure  above). Thus keys should be 

as small as possible and comprise only non redundant attributes to avoid unnecessary duplication 

of data across relations. Second, keys form the basis for constructing indexes to speed up 

retrieval of tuples from a relation. Small keys will decrease the size of indexes and the time to 

look up an index. 

Consider Figure  below. The customer number (C#) attribute is clearly designed to uniquely 

identify a customer. Thus we would not find two or more tuples in the relation having the same 

customer number and it can therefore serve as a unique key to tuples in the relation. However, 

there may be more than one such key in any relation, and these keys may arise from natural 

attributes of the entity represented (rather than a contrived one, like customer number). 

Examining again Figure , no two or more tuples have the same value combination of Ccity and 

Cphone. If we can safely assume that no customer will share a residence and phone number with 

any other customer, then this combination is one such key. Note that Cphone alone is not - there 

are two tuples with the same Cphone value (telephone numbers in different cities that happen to 

be the same). And neither is Ccity alone as we may expect many customers to live in a given 

city. 

Figure 9 Candidate Keys 

While a relation may have two or more candidate keys, one must be selected and designated as 

the primary key in the database schema. For the example above, C# is the obvious choice as a 

primary key for the reasons stated earlier. When the primary key values of one relation appear in 

other relations, they are termed foreign keys. Note that foreign keys may have duplicate 

occurrences in a relation, while primary keys may not. For example, in Figure , the C# in 

Transaction is a foreign key and the key value „1‟ occurs in two different tuples. This is allowed 
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because a foreign key is only a reference to a tuple in another relation, unlike a primary key 

value, which must uniquely identify a tuple in the relation. 

      Relational Schema 

A Relational Database Schema comprises 

1. the definition of all domains 

2. the definition of all relations, specifying for each 

a) its intension (all attribute names), and 

b) a primary key 

Figure 10 shows an example of such a schema which has all the components mentioned above. 

The primary keys are designated by shading the component attribute names. Of course, this is 

only an informal view of a schema. Its formal definition must rely on the use of a specific DDL 

whose syntax may vary from one DBMS to another. 

Figure 10 An Example Relational Schema 

There is, however, a useful notation for relational schemas commonly adopted to document and 

communicate database designs free of any specific DDL. It takes the simple form: 

 <relation name>: <list of attribute names> 

Additionally, attributes that are part of the primary key are underlined. 

Thus, for the example in Figure , the schema would be written as follows: 

 Customer: ( C#, Cname, Ccity, Cphone ) 
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 Transaction: ( C#, P#, Date, Qnt ) 

 Product: ( P#, Pname, Price) 

 

 

 

 

 

This notation is useful in clarifying the overall organisation of the database but omits some 

details, particularly the properties of domains. As an example of a more complete definition 

using a more concrete DDL, we rewrite some the schema above using Codd‟s original notation. 

The principal components of his notation are annotated alongside. 

Functional Dependencies Definition 

Functional dependency (FD) is a constraint between two sets of attributes from the database. 

o A functional dependency is a property of the semantics or meaning of the attributes. In every relation 

R(A1, A2,…, An) there is a FD called the PK -> A1, A2, …, An Formally the FD is defined as follows 

o If X and Y are two sets of attributes, that are subsets of T 

For any two tuples t1 and t2 in r , if t1[X]=t2[X], we must also have t1[Y]=t2[Y]. 

Notation: 

o If the values of Y are determined by the values of X, then it is denoted by X -> Y 

o Given the value of one attribute, we can determine the value of another attribute 

X f.d. Y or X -> y 

Example: Consider the following, 
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Student Number -> Address, Faculty Number -> Department, 

Department Code -> Head of Dept 

 Functional dependencies allow us to express constraints that cannot be expressed using super keys. 

Consider the schema: 

Loan-info-schema = (customer-name, loan-number, 

branch-name, amount). 

We expect this set of functional dependencies to hold: 

loan-number  amount 

loan-number  branch-name 

but would not expect the following to hold: 

loan-number  customer-name 

 

Use of Functional Dependencies 

We use functional dependencies to: 

o test relations to see if they are legal under a given set of functional dependencies. 

o If a relation r is legal under a set F of functional dependencies, we say that r satisfies F. 

o specify constraints on the set of legal relations 

o We say that F holds on R if all legal relations on R satisfy the set of functional dependencies F. 

 Note: A specific instance of a relation schema may satisfy a functional dependency even if the 

functional dependency does not hold on all legal instances. 

o For example, a specific instance of Loan-schema may, by chance, satisfy loan-number  customer-

name. 

Example 
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Employee  

SSN Name JobType DeptName 

557-78-6587 Lance Smith Accountant Salary 

214-45-2398 Lance Smith Engineer Product 

Note: Name is functionally dependent on SSN because an employee’s name can be uniquely determined 

from their SSN. Name does not determine SSN, because more than one employee can have the same 

name. 

Keys 

¾ Whereas a key is a set of attributes that uniquely identifies an entire tuple, a functional 

dependency allows us to express constraints that uniquely identify the values of certain 

attributes.  

¾ However, a candidate key is always a determinant, but a determinant doesn’t need to be a key.  

 

Axioms 

¾ Before we can determine the closure of the relation, Student, we need a set of rules.  

¾ Developed by Armstrong in 1974, there are six rules (axioms) that all possible functional 

dependencies may be derived from them.  

Axioms Cont. 

1. Reflexivity Rule --- If X is a set of attributes and Y is a subset of X, then X o Y holds. each subset of X 

is functionally dependent on X.  

2. Augmentation Rule --- If X o Y holds and W is a set of attributes, and then WX  o WY holds.  

3. Transitivity Rule --- If X o Y and Y o Z holds, then X o Z holds.  
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Derived Theorems from Axioms 

4. Union Rule --- If X o Y and X o Z holds, then X o YZ holds.  

5. Decomposition Rule --- If X o YZ holds, then so do X o Y and X o Z.  

6. Pseudo transitivity Rule --- If X o Y and WY o Z hold then so does WX o Z.  

Back to the Example 

SNo  SName CNo CName Addr Instr. Office 

Based on the rules provided, the following dependencies can be derived. 

(SNo, CNo) o SNo (Rule 1)  -- subset 

 (SNo, CNo) o CNo (Rule 1)  

(SNo, CNo) o (SName, CName) (Rule 2) -- augmentation 

CNo o office (Rule 3) -- transitivity 

SNo o (SName, address) (Union Rule) etc.  

Properties of FDs 

� X o Y says redundant X-values always cause the redundancy of Y-values. 

� FDs are given by DBAs or DB designers. 

� FDs are enforced/guaranteed by DBMS.  

� Given an instance r of a relation R, we can only determine that some FD is not satisfied by R, but 

can not determine if an FD is satisfied by R. 

Database Normalization 

z Database normalization is the process of removing redundant data from your tables in to 

improve storage efficiency, data integrity, and scalability.   

z In the relational model, methods exist for quantifying how efficient a database is. These 

classifications are called normal forms (or NF), and there are algorithms for converting a given 

database between them. 
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z Normalization generally involves splitting existing tables into multiple ones, which must be re-

joined or linked each time a query is issued.  

 

Levels of Normalization  

• Levels of normalization based on the amount of redundancy in the database. 

• Various levels of normalization are: 

– First Normal Form (1NF)  

– Second Normal Form (2NF) 

– Third Normal Form (3NF) 

– Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF) 

– Fourth Normal Form (4NF) 

– Fifth Normal Form (5NF)  

– Domain Key Normal Form (DKNF)  

 

 

¾ Most databases should be 3NF or BCNF in order to avoid the database anomalies.  

 

Data Anomalies 

 

� Data anomalies are inconsistencies in the data stored in a database as a result of an operation 

such as update, insertion, and/or deletion. 

� Such inconsistencies may arise when have a particular record stored in multiple locations and 

not all of the copies are updated. 

� We can prevent such anomalies by implementing 7 different level of normalization called 

Normal Forms (NF) We’ll only look at the first three.First Normal Form  (1NF)  
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1st Normal Form: 

The Requirements: 

� The requirements to satisfy the 1st NF: 

� Each table has a primary key: minimal set of attributes which can uniquely identify a 

record 

� The values in each column of a table are atomic (No multi-value attributes allowed). 

There are no repeating groups: two columns do not store similar information in the same table 

 

1st Normal Form 

Example 1: 

Un-normalized  Students table: 

Student# AdvID  AdvName  AdvRoom  Class1 Class2 

123 123A James 555 102-8 104-9 

124 123B Smith 467 209-0 102-8 

 

Normalized Students table: 

Student# AdvID AdvName AdvRoom Class# 

123 123A James 555 102-8 

123 123A James 555 104-9 

124 123B Smith 467 209-0 
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124 123B Smith 467 102-8 

Example 2: 

Table 1 problems 

z This table is not very efficient with storage. 

z This design does not protect data integrity.  

z Third, this table does not scale well. 

z In our Table 1, we have two violations of First Normal Form:  

z First, we have more than one author field,  

z Second, our subject field contains more than one piece of information. With more than one 

value in a single field, it would be very difficult to search for all books on a given subject.  

 

 

Table 2 

Title Author ISBN Subject Pages Publisher 

Database System 

Concepts 

Abraham 

Silberschatz 

0072958863 MySQL 1168 McGraw-Hill 

Title Author1 Author2 ISBN Subject Pages Publisher 

Database 

System 

Concepts 

Abraham 

Silberschatz 

Henry F. 

Korth 

0072958863 MySQL, 

Computers 

1168 McGraw-

Hill 

Operating 

System 

Concepts 

Abraham 

Silberschatz 

Henry F. 

Korth 

0471694665 Computers 944 McGraw-

Hill 
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Database System 

Concepts 

Henry F. Korth 0072958863 Computers 1168 McGraw-Hill 

Operating System 

Concepts 

Henry F. Korth 0471694665 Computers 944 McGraw-Hill 

Operating System 

Concepts 

Abraham 

Silberschatz 

0471694665 Computers 944 McGraw-Hill 

z We now have two rows for a single book. Additionally, we would be violating the Second Normal 

Form… 

z A better solution to our problem would be to separate the data into separate tables- an Author 

table and a Subject table to store our information, removing that information from the Book 

table:  

z Each table has a primary key, used for joining tables together when querying the data. A primary 

key value must be unique with in the table (no two books can have the same ISBN number), and 

a primary key is also an index, which speeds up data retrieval based on the primary key.  

z Now to define relationships between the tables 

 

Relationships 

 

 

 

 

 

Second Normal Form (2NF) 

• a form is in 2NF if and only if it is in 1NF and has no attributes which require only part of the key 

to uniquely identify them 

• To do - remove part-key dependencies: 
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1. where a key has more than one attribute, check that each non-key attribute depends on 

the whole key and not part of the key 

2. for each subset of the key which determines an attribute or group of attributes create a 

new form.  Move the dependant attributes to the new form. 

3. Add the part key to new form, making it the primary key. 

4. Mark the part key as a foreign key in the original form. 

• Result: 2NF forms 

 

If each attribute A in a relation schema R meets one of the following criteria: 

  It must be in first normal form. 

  It is not partially dependent on a candidate key. 

  Every non-key attribute is fully dependent on each candidate key of the relation. 

Second Normal Form (or 2NF) deals with redundancy of data in vertical columns.  

 

Example of Second Normal Form: 

Here is a list of attributes in a table that is in First Normal Form: 

Department 

Project_Name  

Employee_Name  

Emp_Hire_Date  

Project_Manager  

Project_Name and Employee_Name are the candidate key for this table. Emp_Hire_Date and 

Project_Manager are partially depend on the Employee_Name, but not depend on the Project_Name. 

Therefore, this table will not satisfy the Second Normal Form 

In order to satisfy the Second Normal Form, we need to put the 

Emp_Hire_Date and Project_Manager to other tables. We can 
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put the Emp_Hire_Date to the Employee table and put the  

Project_Manager to the Project table. 

 

 

So now we have three tables: 

 Department   Project 

Project_Name   Project_ID  

Employee_Name   Project_Name  

   Project_Manager  

Employee 

Employee_ID  

Employee_Name  

Employee_Hire_Date  

Now, the Department table will only have the candidate key left. 

 

Third Normal Form 

 

A relation R is in Third Normal Form (3NF) if and only if it is: 

  in Second Normal Form. 

  Every non-key attribute is non-transitively dependent on the primary key. 

An attribute C is transitively dependent on attribute A if there exists an attribute B such that A Æ B and      

B Æ C, then A Æ C.  

Example of Third Normal Form: 
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Here is the Second Normal Form of the table for the invoice table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It violates the Third Normal Form because there will be  redundancy for having multiple invoice 
number for the same  customer.  In this example, Jones had both invoice 1001 and 1003. 

 

To solve the problem, we will have to have another table for the Customers 
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By having Customer table, there will be no transitive relationship  between the invoice number and 

the customer name and address. Also, there will not be redundancy on the customer information 

There will be more examples for the First, Second, and Third Normal Forms.  

The following is the example of a table that change from each  of the normal forms. 

Third Normal Form: 

Functional Dependency of the Second Normal Form: 

SUPPLIER.s# —> SUPPLIER.status (Transitive dependency) 

SUPPLIER.s# —> SUPPLIER.city  

SUPPLIER.city —> SUPPLIER.status  
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Dependency Preservation: 

A FD X! Y is preserved in a relation R if R contains all the attributes of X and Y. 

 

Why Do We Preserve The Dependency? 

y We would like to check easily that updates to the database do not result in illegal relations being 

created. 

y It would be nice if our design allowed us to check updates without having to compute natural 

joins.  

 

Definition 

y A decomposition D = {R1, R2, ..., Rn} of R is dependency-preserving with respect to F if the union 

of the projections of F on each Ri in D is equivalent to F; that is 

 if        (F1 � F2 � … � Fn )+ = F + 

Property of Dependency-Preservation 

y If decomposition is not dependency-preserving, therefore, that dependency is lost in the 

decomposition.  

Example: 
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y R(A B C D) 

y FD1:  A Î B 

y FD2:  B Î C 

y FD3:  C Î D 

y Decomposition: 

R1(A B C)  R2(C D)  

FD1:   A Î B 

FD2:  B Î C 

FD3:  C Î D 
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y FD1:   A Î B 

y FD2:  B Î C 

x FD3:  C Î D 

 

 

y FD1:   A Î B 

y FD2:  B Î C 

x FD3:  C Î D 
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Have all 3 functional dependencies! Therefore, it’s preserving the dependencies 

Example of Non-Dependency Preservation 

y R(A B C D) 

y FD1:  A Î B 

y FD2:  B Î C 

y FD3:  C Î D 

y Decomposition: 

R1(A C D)  R2(B C)  

y FD1:   A Î B 

y FD2:  B Î C 

x FD3:  C Î D 

 

 

y FD1:   A Î B  
y FD2:  B Î C 
x FD3:  C Î D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boyce-Codd Normal Form: 

• A relation is in Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) if for every FD A o B either 
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• B is contained in A (the FD is trivial), or 

• A contains a candidate key of the relation,  

• In other words: every determinant in a non-trivial dependency is a (super) key.  

• The same as 3NF except in 3NF we only worry about non-key Bs 

• If there is only one candidate key then 3NF and BCNF are the same  

Stream and BCNF 

• Stream is not in BCNF as the FD {Time} o {Course} is non-trivial and {Time} does not contain a 

candidate key  
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Conversion to BCNF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stream has been put into BCNF but we have lost the FD {Student, Course} o {Time}  

 

Decomposition Properties 

• Lossless: Data should not be lost or created when splitting relations up 

• Dependency preservation: It is desirable that FDs are preserved when splitting relations up  

• Normalisation to 3NF is always lossless and dependency preserving 

• Normalisation to BCNF is lossless, but may not preserve all dependencies  

Higher Normal Forms:  
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Converting to BCNF 

 

1. The determinant, Offering#, becomes part of the key and the dependant attribute 
T_Code, becomes a non key attribute. So the Dependency diagram is now 
S_Num, Offering# o T_Code,  Review Date 
 

2. There are problems with this structure as T_Code is now dependant on only part of the 
key. This violates the rules for 2NF, so the table needs to be divided with the partial 
dependency becoming a new table. The dependencies would then be 
S_Num, Offering# o T_Code,  Review Date 
Offering#  o T_Code. 

3. The original table is divided into two new tables. Each is in 3NF and in BCNF.  

Student Review: 

S_num Offering# Review Date 
123599 01764 2nd march 
123599 01765 12th april 
123599 01789 2nd may 
246700 01764 3rd march  
346700 01765 7th may 

OfferingTeacher: 

Offering# T_code# 

01764 FIT104 

01765 PIT305 

01789 PIT107 

 

Note that even relations in BCNF can have anomalies. 
Anomalies: 

INSERT: We cannot record the city for a supplier_no without also knowing the supplier_name 

DELETE: If we delete the row for a given supplier_name, we lose the information that the 

supplier_no is associated with a given city. 
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UPDATE: Since supplier_name is a candidate key (unique), there are none. 

 

  

Definition of MVD 

¾ A multivalued dependency is a full constraint between two sets of attributes in a relation. 

¾ In contrast to the functional independency, the multivalued dependency requires that certain tuples be 

present in a relation. Therefore, a multivalued dependency is also referred as a tuple-generating 

dependency. The multivalued dependency also plays a role in 4NF normalization. 

Full constraint 

¾ A constraint which expresses something about all attributes in a database. (In contrary to an 

embedded constraint.) That a multivalued dependency is a full constraint follows from its 

definition, where it says something about the attributes R − β. 

Tuple-generating dependency 

¾ A dependency which explicitly requires certain tuples to be present in the relation. 

 

A Formal Definition 

 

 Let R be a relation schema and let   and  . The multivalued 

dependency α  ->> β holds on R if, in any legal relation r(R), for all pairs of tuples t1 and  

 

t2 in r such that t1*α+ = t2*α+, there exist tuples t3 and t4 in r such that 

t1*α+ = t2*α+ = t3*α+ = t4*α+ 

t3*β+ = t1*β+ 

t3[R − β+ = t2[R − β+ 

t4*β+ = t2*β+ 

t4[R − β+ = t1[R − β+ 

 

¾ A multivalued dependency on R, X ->>Y, says that if two tuples of R  agree on all the attributes of X, 

then their components in Y  may be swapped, and the result will be two tuples that are also in the 

relation. 
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i.e., for each value of X, the values of Y  are independent of the values of R-X-Y 

Tuples Implied by name->->phones  

If we have tuples: 
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But we cannot swap area codes or phones by themselves. That is, neither name->->areaCode nor name-

>->phone holds for this relation.  

Properties of MVD 

¾ f α  ->> β, Then α  ->> R − β  

¾ If α  ->> β and  δ � γ , Then αδ  ->> βγ  

¾ If α  ->> β and If β  ->> γ, then α  ->> γ - β  

The following also involve functional dependencies: 

¾ If α  ->> β , then α  ->> β  

¾ If α  -> β and β -> γ, then α -> γ – β 

¾ A decomposition of R into (X, Y) and (X, R-Y) is a lossless-join decomposition if and only if X  ->> Y 

holds in R.  

 

MVD Rules 

• Every FD is an MVD 

– If X ‐>Y, then swapping Y ’s between two tuples that agree on X doesn’t change the tuples. 

– Therefore, the “new” tuples are surely in the relation, and we know X ‐>‐>Y. 

• Definition of keys depend on FDs and not MDs. 

� Requires that other tuples of a certain form be present in the relation. 

� Also referred to as: 

 “Tuple-generating dependency” 

 

We can use multivalued dependencies 

� To test relations to determine whether they are legal under a given set of functional and 

multivalued dependencies 

� To specify constraints on the set of legal relations. 
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4th Normal Form 

A Boyce Codd normal form relation is in fourth normal form if  

¾ there is no multi value dependency in the relation or  

¾ there are multi value dependency but the attributes, which are multi value dependent on a specific 

attribute, are dependent between themselves.  

¾ This is best discussed through mathematical notation.  

¾ Assume the following relation 

(a) R(a:pk1, b:pk2, c:pk3) 

¾ Recall that a relation is in BCNF if all its determinant are candidate keys, in other words each 

determinant can be used as a primary key.  

¾ Because relation R has only one determinant (a, b, c), which is the composite primary key and since the 

primary is a candidate key therefore R is in BCNF. 

Now R may or may not be in fourth normal form.  

¾ If R contains no multi value dependency then R will be in Fourth normal form. 

¾ Assume R has the following two-multi value dependencies: 

¾ a --->> b  and   a --->> c  

¾ In this case R will be in the fourth normal form if b and c dependent on each other.  

¾ However if b and c are independent of each other then R is not in fourth normal form and the relation 

has to be projected to following two non-loss projections. These non-loss projections will be in fourth 

normal form. 

Many-to-many relationships  

¾ Fourth Normal Form applies to situations involving many-to-many relationships.  

¾ In relational databases, many-to-many relationships are expressed through cross-reference tables. 

Note about FDs and MVDs 

¾ Every Functional Dependency is a MVD 

(if A1A2…An ® B1B2…Bn , then A1A2…An Þ B1B2…Bn ) 

¾ FDs rule out certain tuples (i.e. if A ® B then two tuples will not have the same value for A and different 

values for B) 

¾ MVDs do not rule out tuples.  They guarantee that certain tuples must exist.  
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4th NF and Anomalies 

� As an example of the anomalies that can occur, realize that it is not possible to add a new class taught 

by some teacher without adding at least one student who is enrolled in this class. 

� To achieve 4NF, represent each independent many-to-many relationship through its own cross-

reference table. 

 
Case 1: 

Assume the following relation: 

 Employee (Eid:pk1, Language:pk2, Skill:pk3)  

  No multi value dependency, therefore R is in fourth normal form. 

Case 2:  

Assume the following relation with multi-value dependency: 

 Employee (Eid:pk1, Languages:pk2, Skills:pk3)  

Eid --->> Languages  Eid --->> Skills 

¾ Languages and Skills are dependent. 

¾ This says an employee speak several languages and has several skills. However for each 

skill  a specific language is used when that skill is practiced 

¾ Thus employee 100 when he/she teaches speaks English but when he cooks speaks 

French. This relation is in fourth normal form and does not suffer from any anomalies. 

Eid  Language Skill 

100 English  Teaching 

100 Kurdish Politic 

100 French Cooking 
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200 English Cooking 

200 Arabic Singing 

Case 3: 

¾ Assume the following relation with multi-value dependency: 

 Employee (Eid:pk1, Languages:pk2, Skills:pk3)  

Eid --->> Languages  Eid --->> Skills 

Languages and Skills are independent. 

¾ This relation is not in fourth normal form and suffers from all three types of anomalies.  

 

Eid Language Skill 

100 English Teaching 

100 Kurdish Politic 

100 English Politic 

100 Kurdish Teaching 

200 Arabic Singing 

Insertion anomaly: To insert row (200 English Cooking) we have to insert two extra rows (200 Arabic 

cooking), and (200 English Singing) otherwise the database will be inconsistent. Note the table will be as 

follow: 

Eid  Language Skill 

100 English Teaching 
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100 Kurdish Politics 

100 English Politics 

100 Kurdish Teaching 

200 Arabic Singing 

200 English Cooking 

200 Arabic Cooking 

200 English Singing 

 

Deletion anomaly: If employee 100 discontinues politic skill we have to delete two rows:   (100 Kurdish 

Politic), and (100 English Politic) otherwise the database will be inconsistent. 

Eid Language Skill 

100 English Teaching 

100 Kurdish Politics 

100 English Politics 

100 Kurdish Teaching 

200 Arabic Singing 

200 English Cooking 
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200 Arabic Cooking 

200 English Singing 

 

 

FIFTH NORMAL FORM 

 

� R is in 5NF if and only if every join dependency in R is implied by the candidate keys of R 
� 5NF is always achievable. 

 

� a join dependency, * (A, B, …, Z), is implied by the candidate keys, K1, …, Km of R  
� if  
� the fact that K1, …, Km are candidate keys for R determine the fact that R has the JD  

* (A, B, …, Z) 
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Problems in bringing a relation to 5NF 

� check whether all JDs are implied by the candidate keys 

� Fagin : provides an algorithm for doing this for any relation, given all its JDs and 

all candidate keys 

� discover all JDs for a given relation 

� they do not have that intuitive meaning as FDs or MVDs 

� A relation is in 5NF if every join dependency in the relation is implied by the keys of the relation 

�  Implies that relations that have been decomposed in previous normal forms can be recombined 

via natural joins to recreate the original relation. 

Usage 

Only in rare situations does a 4NF table not conform to 5NF. These are situations in 

which a complex real-world constraint governing the valid combinations of attribute values in 

the 4NF table is not implicit in the structure of that table. If such a table is not normalized to 

5NF, the burden of maintaining the logical consistency of the data within the table must be 

carried partly by the application responsible for insertions, deletions, and updates to it; and there 
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is a heightened risk that the data within the table will become inconsistent. In contrast, the 5NF 

design excludes the possibility of such inconsistencies. 

Example 2: 

� Consider a relation Supply (sname, partName, projName). Add the additional constraint that: 

� If project j requires part p 

� and supplier s supplies part p 

� and supplier s supplies at least one item to project j Then 

� supplier s also supplies part p to project j 
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Let R be in BCNF and let R have no composite keys.  Then R is in 5NF 

 

Note: That only joining all three relations together will get you back to the original relation. Joining any 

two will create spurious tuples! 
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